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affordability with new HB Value Homes
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By Carol Hively
media@spacefoundation.org
Space Foundation
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. — The Space Foundation
is now accepting nominations for its highest honor, the
Gen. James E. Hill Lifetime Space Achievement Award.
Honoring its late, longtime chairman, who served and
retired from the U.S. Air Force, the award recognizes
outstanding individuals who have distinguished themselves through lifetime contributions to humankind
through exploration, development and use of space, or
through use of space technology, information or resources
in academic, cultural, industrial or other pursuits of broad
benefit to humanity.
Nominations must be received by Oct. 1, 2019, and the
award will be presented at a special luncheon in April
2020, during the Space Foundation’s 36th Space Symposium at The Broadmoor in Colorado Springs, Colo.
Any person may nominate a candidate for the award,
with the exception that individuals may not nominate
themselves.
Recent recipients have included:
l 2019 Lt. Gen. Thomas P. Stafford, U.S. Air Force
(ret.).
l 2018 Christopher Columbus “Chris” Kraft Jr.
l 2017 Piers J. Sellers, OBE, Ph.D.
l 2016 VADM Richard H. Truly, U.S. Navy (ret.)
l 2015 Jean–Jacques Dordain
l 2014 A. Thomas Young
Criteria
The nomination criteria must meet at least two of the
following measures:
l Significantly advanced the state–of–the–art of space
technology
l Significantly advanced humankind’s understanding of
space or space technology
l Significantly contributed to public understanding of,
or support for, space endeavors
l Significantly and positively shaped governmental
policy toward space
l Effectively interpreted, through visual or other
communicative arts, the majesty and importance of space
l Effectively provided — by management, advocacy or
design — significant, enduring or crucial space systems or
infrastructure
l Effectively employed space technologies, research
systems or space–derived data to improve the human
condition through the artistic, scientific or humanistic
endeavor
Exemplification of Mission Criteria
The vision of the Space Foundation is: …to inspire,
educate, connect, and advocate on behalf of the global
space community.
Nominees must exemplify the Space Foundation vision
by meeting at least three of the following criteria:
l Has written or published papers, textbooks, articles,
etc., relating to the exploration, development or utilization
of space, or has spoken in public forums such as conferences and symposia
l Has been active in promoting and disseminating
information about space exploration, development or
utilization through any medium
l Has been active with non–space–related groups —
whether professional, fraternal, industrial, academic or
community based — resulting in a transfer of space
knowledge to other professions or groups
l Has been active in community or public service not
related to normal job responsibilities
l Has volunteered or otherwise contributed significant
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or extended effort on behalf of the Space Foundation and
its vision
To Submit a Nomination
Submit a nomination in the form of a letter, not to
exceed two pages, by Oct. 1, 2019, addressed to: Kathleen
Vinson, Vice President — Operations, Space Foundation
4425 Arrowswest Drive, Colorado Springs, Colo., 80907
Upon ratification by the Space Foundation Board of
Directors, the honoree will be notified immediately in
writing. Questions may be directed to Vinson at
KVinson@SpaceFoundation.org.

l About the Space Foundation
Founded in 1983, the Space Foundation is a 501(c)(3)
nonprofit and the world’s premier organization to inspire,
educate, connect, and advocate on behalf of the global
space community. It is a leader in space awareness
activities, educational programs, and major industry
events, including the annual Space Symposium.
For more information, visit our websites —
www.SpaceFoundation.org and DiscoverSpace.org — and
follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, and
YouTube.

Boeing Space and Launch headquarters moving to Space Coast,
building on its six decades of space heritage in Brevard County
By Dee Russell
dee.russell@boeing.com
The Boeing Company
ARLINGTON, Va., — To strengthen collaboration and
integration across its portfolio, The Boeing Co. is relocating
the headquarters of its Space and Launch division to
Titusville, on the revitalized Space Coast.
Space and Launch, a division of Boeing Defense, Space
& Security, currently has its headquarters in Arlington.
“Looking to the future, this storied Florida space
community will be the center of gravity for Boeing’s space
programs as we continue to build our company’s leadership
beyond gravity,” said Boeing Defense, Space & Security
President and Chief Executive Officer Leanne Caret. “The
time is right for us to locate our space headquarters where
so much of our space history was made over the past six
decades and where so much history awaits.”
In announcing the relocation of the headquarters to a
region that includes Kennedy Space Center, Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station and Patrick Air Force Base,
Boeing leaders said the timing of the move makes sense for
multiple reasons:
l The Boeing–built X–37B uncrewed, reusable space
vehicle continues to perform record–setting, long–duration
missions for the U.S. Air Force.
l Boeing’s satellite programs anticipate increased
tempo in local payload processing and launch activity.
l The company is enhancing its focus on mission
integration and launch system operations in collaboration
with Air Force partners nearby at Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station and the 45th Space Wing at Patrick Air
Force Base, and strengthening relationships with Air
Force Space Command in Colorado and Vandenberg Air
Force Base in California.
l The CST–100 Starliner commercial spacecraft is
preparing for two flight tests later this year ahead of
operational missions to the International Space Station

beginning in 2020.
l Boeing continues to achieve milestones toward
delivery of the first two core stages of the world’s most
powerful rocket, NASA’s Space Launch System, for
uncrewed and crewed missions to the moon’s orbit leading
to the first crewed lunar surface landing in 50 years, and
then to Mars.
l The International Space Station is poised to follow
NASA’s road map for commercialization of low Earth orbit,
even as this national laboratory is positioned for continued
scientific and technological research until at least 2030.
l The United Launch Alliance joint venture continues
to meet vital launch needs for national security, scientific
and telecommunications missions through its Atlas and
Delta rockets, while entering the formal qualification
phase for the new Vulcan Centaur launch vehicle.
l Boeing is studying and advancing future space
capabilities in collaboration with the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA).
“Boeing has been a dominant presence on the Space
Coast for six decades, and this move represents a continuation of that legacy and future commitment,” said Jim
Chilton, senior vice president of Space and Launch.
“Expanding our Boeing presence on the Space Coast brings
tremendous value for our commercial and government
space programs through focused leadership, strategic
investment, customer proximity and additional contributions to the vitality of the region.”
The headquarters move will have no impact on Boeing’s
space operations in other states, including California,
Texas, Alabama, Colorado and Louisiana.
“Boeing will continue to be a dynamic space presence in
its existing locations, contributing to the vitality of those
aerospace hubs, collaborating with our regional partners,
and inspiring future generations of space engineers,
technicians and innovators,” Chilton said.
For more information on Defense, Space & Security,
visit www.Boeing.com. Follow us on Twitter:
@BoeingDefense and @BoeingSpace.

Registration for 2019 Human Trafficking Summit now open; event set for Sept. 30
TALLAHASSEE — Attorney General Ashley Moody has announced that registration for the 2019 Human Trafficking
Summit is now open. Florida’s annual Human Trafficking Summit brings together local, state and national leaders
working to eradicate all forms of human trafficking.
“Bringing together leaders in the fight against human trafficking to share ideas and discuss innovative interdiction
strategies is vital to advancing our mission of ending this atrocious crime. I want to invite anyone interested in joining
this just cause to register for the Summit now,” said Moody.
Summit attendees will get the opportunity to participate in targeted breakout sessions covering: Legal and law
enforcement; Service delivery; Policy and research; and Medical and health care.
The Summit will be held on Monday, Sept. 30, at the Hyatt Regency Orlando. Information including the agenda,
awards, hotel information and speaker proposals can be found at HumanTraffickingSummit.com. Registration forms can
be downloaded at MyFloridaLegal.com/HTsummit.nsf/Registration?OpenForm.
The Summit is hosted by the Florida Attorney General’s Office, the Department of Children and Families, and the
Department of Juvenile Justice. This year’s collegiate sponsor is the University of Central Florida.
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Traveling abroad always presents the opportunity to encounter the unexpected
By Alvin Wang
UCF Forum columnist
University of Central Florida
I first encountered the cultural phenomenon of toro
piscine when my wife and I read journalist and screenwriter Calvin Trilling’s travelogue Travels with Alice.
While traveling in Provence, France, Trilling and his
family stumbled upon the so–named event that translates
into “bull swimming pool.”
The Trillings learned that toro piscine is a competition
in which the players (always young men) must somehow
entice a bull into a swimming pool. It is never clear
whether the competition is between men or whether this is
a contest between man and beast. Nor is it evident why
anyone would want to play such a game involving a large,
horned animal. It was irrational to our way of thinking.
I mentioned this oddity to a Francophile friend who,
despite living in France for several years, never heard of
anything that associated bulls with swimming pools. She
was just as incredulous as I so we both agreed that
Trilling’s account of toro piscine was thoroughly tongue–
in–cheek. In other words: a lot of bull.
Several years later we found ourselves visiting Arles, a
picturesque city in Provence. Similar to Trilling’s account, I
was driving a rental car with my wife and young daughter.
I think our car was a Citroen — that funny looking car
that never made any sense to Americans, yet displayed
that French flair for appealing to the irrational. After all,
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this is the country that bestowed upon Jerry Lewis the
National Order of the Legion of Honour. Subsequently, we
would discover that this country also gave us the inexplicable toro piscine.
We were driving through downtown Arles when my
wife jumped out of her seat and yelled toro piscine!
Incredibly, while gazing out the car window she saw a
poster with those very words emblazoned at the top. I
attributed her “vision” to a lack of sleep and an encounter
with Le Cheval Blanc the night before. But she insisted
and because no one else saw the poster we were required
to double back so that we all could witness an advertisement for cultural irrationality.
It was to take place in the wonderfully restored Roman
amphitheater in the city center. Magnifique!
Built in the 1st century, it had 120 arches and could
seat 20,000 spectators. In fact, les Arènes d’Arles is so
large that you could fit a football field within its walls.
Later that evening, we walked up to the brightly lit
amphitheater. It was already night and judging by the
noise there were a lot of people inside. From our street–
level vantage point we could peer through the arches and
see that the floor of the ancient stadium was covered in
pale yellow sand. Because the street was higher than the
stadium floor we could only see the periphery and not the
center of the amphitheater. We walked around the
structure and always had the same view. Then we came
upon an arch that revealed the edges of — a swimming
pool! Its walls appeared to be about two feet high and it
was filled with pristine blue water that shimmered under
the bright lights.
We stared at the corner of the pool for several minutes.
Suddenly a roar erupted from the crowd and with our
limited view through the top of the arch we saw the legs
and feet of a running man. He was wearing white pants.
Moments later we saw the legs of a bull kicking up sand

while it ran in pursuit of the man. We waited some more
and then saw the man running in the opposite direction
followed quickly by the bull. We observed several instances
of this, but only saw the legs of the man and beast. I
started laughing in disbelief. It was like watching the Wile
E. Coyote and the Road Runner cartoon show with the top
part of the television screen cut off.
After several years, that summer evening in Arles still
remains mysterious to us. Did it really happen? Would any
of our friends back home believe us? We didn’t even have
photos to back up our claims. However, I can state with
some certainty that the bull was chasing the man (men?)
in white pants and not the other way around.
Also, we never witnessed the bull or man enter the
swimming pool. But we did not stay until the end, so it is
possible that there may have been some splashing around
by the conclusion of this particular toro piscine.
It is true that my family and I never made it into the
stadium event, but decided on this occasion to maintain
our status as “outside” observers. We have no regrets.
Because of our decision, toro piscine for us is both a real
event and something that could only have been imagined.
This is why that evening in Arles embodies the transformative nature of traveling: To encounter the unexpected.
To learn about the perspectives and tastes of other
cultures. To discover realities that one never could have
imagined.
And if one is lucky, to experience the delicious magic
that occurs at the boundary of the real and the imagined.
Alvin Wang resumed his role as a professor in the
University of Central Florida’s Department of
Psychology this year after serving 11 years as dean of
the Burnett Honors College. He can be reached at
Alvin.Wang@UCF.edu.

Incoming Chief Judge Donald Myers to be honored at luncheon set July 25
The Orange County Bar Association recently announced it will host a “Passing of the Gavel” ceremony to honor
incoming Chief Judge of the Ninth Judicial Circuit Court of Florida, Donald Myers Jr.
The luncheon event will be held at 11:45 a.m. on July 25 at the Embassy Suites by Hilton Orlando Downtown.
Myers has served as a Circuit Judge since January 2011 following his election to the bench. He was initially assigned
to the Unified Family Court Division in Osceola County where he handled domestic, domestic violence and juvenile
delinquency cases.
In January 2013, Myers was assigned to a Circuit Criminal Division in Orange County. Thereafter, he served 3 ½
years in a general Civil Division in Orange County and had the honor of being assigned as of one of two judges in the
Complex Business Division of the Court. He served as a judge in the Domestic Division of the Court and the Administrative Judge for Appeals to the Circuit Court.
Myers graduated from Emory University with a bachelor’s degree in psychology and a master’s degree in communicative disorders. He attended the University of Florida Law School and graduated with honors in 1989. Myers was a civil
trial lawyer for more than 20 years handling cases throughout Florida.
Orange County Bar Association members can attend the luncheon event at no charge. Registration is required. Non–
members and members of the public can attend for $40 per person. For more information or to RSVP, visit
www.OrangeCountyBar.org/store/ocba–luncheons.

Brevard Schools Foundation partners with Lite Rock 99.3 to collect school supplies
Brevard Schools Foundation is partnering with Lite Rock 99.3 to collect school supplies for local children in need.
Supplies will be distributed at the 17th annual “Back–to–School Giveaway” event for low–income students in Brevard
Public Schools. The public is invited to participate by donating supplies at designated drop–off locations throughout
Brevard County during the month of July. Cash donations are also requested so items not received during the drive may
be purchased. Sponsorships are also available. All financial donations are doubled through a matching funds grant
provided by the Consortium of Florida Education Foundations.
The Foundation will hold the Back–to–School Giveaway event on Saturday, July 27, at Clearlake Education Center in
Cocoa. Twenty–five hundred registered students will be given free backpacks, school supplies, books, dental screenings
and dental supplies, eye screenings, diabetes tests, gift certificates for haircuts, and other benefits.
To qualify, students must have been enrolled in a Brevard Public School and have participated in the free– or
reduced–lunch program during the 2018–2019 school year.
Eligible students can register at tinyurl.com/2019BSFGiveaway. For more information on this event, contact Elizabeth Schreiber at (321) 633–3660, extension 301, or Schreiber.Elizabeth@BrevardSchools.org.
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File photo

Timothy Michaud

NO BLACK SPOTS

‘Based upon my investigation as a
criminal investigator with the
Craven County Sheriff's Department there is probable cause to
arrest Timothy Michaud for sexual
assault on R(xxxx) Michaud.’
John Whitfield
May 7, 2010

TWO BORDERS

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

‘I need to report suspected abuse.’
Dana Delaney Loyd
aka Theresa Smith
to Florida Abuse Hotline
at 11:12 a.m., April 29, 2015

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

IS THE EIGHTEENTH CIRCUIT A TRANSNATIONAL CRIMINAL ORGANIZATION?
BBN NOTE: John M. Stewart — a partner at Rossway Swan — is president of the 107,000 member The Florida Bar.
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‘Loyalty is everything to me!!!’
Sheriff Robert Wayne Ivey
to Dana Delaney Loyd
at 5:19 p.m., April 29, 2015
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Nike’s American flag shoe recall kicks up black conservatives’ anger; sends company down treacherous path
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By Judy Kent
jkent@nationalcenter.org
and David W. Almasi
dalmasi@nationalcenter.org
WASHINGTON, D.C. — After Nike pulled an American flag–themed shoe off the market after a complaint by
former football player Colin Kaepernick, members of the
Project 21 black leadership network are blasting the
company for caving to left–wing wokeness at the expense
of investors, sneakerheads and patriotic Americans.
“Nike really ought to do a profit–and–loss report on
their relationship with Colin Kaepernick. My bet is that
he’s costing them a lot more than he’s worth,” said Project
21 Co–Chairman Council Nedd II. “They’ve paid him
millions, and now he’s costing them millions by demanding
they recall and probably destroy an entire run of shoes.
And he’s likely exponentially grown the number of people
who won’t buy Nike products because the company
appears too far out of the mainstream and unpatriotic.”
“It’s a sad day for America when a company such as

Nike pulls a product from the shelves because it honors the
American flag. Nike is harming its brand by making such
a move. Fewer Americans will likely purchase Nike
products because of this recall,” added Project 21 member
Emery McClendon. “Most Americans disagree with Colin
Kaepernick’s position against saluting and honoring our
national symbol. I would have hoped Nike would help
share the historical background of such an important
symbol as our flag and keep it on the shelf. But they gave
in to the demands of a confused and misinformed sports
figure instead.”
After shipping it to retailers, Nike ended up recalling
its red, white and blue Air Max 1 shoe featuring a circular
13–star “Betsy Ross flag” on each heel. Scheduled to go on
sale on July 1, “The Wall Street Journal” reported the
company got cold feet after receiving a complaint from
Colin Kaepernick, who was the focus of Nike’s 2018 “Just
Do It” 30th anniversary ad campaign. Nike spokesman
Mark Rhoades said the company “has chosen not to
release” the shoe “as it featured an old version of the
American flag.” That flag was used as the national flag
between 1777 and 1795.

Contact Mike Ullian 321.258.7556
Visit our website to see our extensive collection
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“It’s not hard to understand why those on the left like
Colin Kaepernick and Megan Rapinoe have utter disdain
and contempt for America’s cherished symbols. One
obvious reason is they have political allies in leadership
roles who answer debate questions in Spanish and call
lawful detention centers ‘concentration camps,’” said
Project 21 member Christopher Arps. “Unfortunately for
Nike, they are going down the same disastrous path as
ESPN by destroying their iconic brand with their political
activism.”
Arps is the author of the 2018 New Visions Commentary “What Has Colin Kaepernick Really Sacrificed?”
Critics of the shoe complained that the 18th century
flag represented an era when slavery was legal in America.
Before his football career fizzled, Kaepernick made
headlines in 2016 for kneeling or otherwise not participating in the national anthem and honoring the 50–star
American flag because he said he could not “show pride in
a flag for a country that oppresses black people and people
of color.”
“I’m disappointed that Nike has chosen to side with the
race–baiting Colin Kaepernick. This, like the recent
congressional reparations hearing, is another political
stunt designed to divide our country. The recall of its new
sneaker because it contains an American flag reflects a
continued hatred of this country by celebrities and those on
the left,” said Project 21 member Donna Jackson. “Merited
or not, Nike will now be known for the disrespect and
hatred of our great country. There’s no denying that this
country has given many black Americans like me opportunities for economic freedom like no other. If Nike can’t
appreciate this, maybe it’s time we find another sneaker
brand that does.”
“The flag that Colin Kaepernick protests and Nike
pulled from shelves is part of our history. I learned about
its importance as a child, and I do not consider it a symbol
of slavery. Instead, I see it as a symbol of freedom and
opportunity,” said Project 21 member Derrick Hollie. “To
watch Kaepernick and Megan Rapinoe disrespect our flag
is sickening. They are people who — while raging against
America — enjoy the best it has to offer. It’s a shame that
Nike is helping people like them perpetrate this disrespect.”
l About Project 21:
A leading voice of black conservatives for over 25 years,
Project 21 is sponsored by the National Center for Public
Policy Research. Its members have been quoted, interviewed or published over 40,000 times since the program
was created in 1992.
Follow Project 21 on Twitter at @Project21News for
general announcements.

School registration begins at SCEIC;
baby–room reservations to start July 15
Registration is underway for the upcoming school year
at Space Coast Early Intervention Center in Melbourne.
This unique program provides equal learning opportunities for all children, to ensure they acquire the academic
and social skills needed to success in life.
The program is for ages six weeks through third grade.
This is an Apple–accredited preschool. The program
features “individualized instruction, low teacher–to–
student ratios, large classroom spaces, highly qualified
teachers and a caring staff, and cognitive skills training.”
Registration for Space Coast Early Intervention
Center’s new “baby room” begins July 15. The educational
institution on Dairy Road recently expanded with the baby
room.
For more information on registration, call the school at
(321) 729–6858 or visit www.SCEIC.com.
JULY 15, 2019
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What will it take to get unproductive Congress back on track?
Run a legislature that reflects voices of the American people
By Lee H. Hamilton
The other day, someone I’ve known for
years offered a pointed bit of criticism. “It’s
easy for people like you to make long lists
of things Congress should do to improve,”
he said. “But you know good and well most
of them won’t happen. So if you’re really
serious, what’s the one most important
thing it could do? What does Congress
absolutely need to start getting itself back
on track?”
He was right. “People like me” — that
is, people who comment publicly about all
the things Congress gets wrong — often
have long laundry lists of fixes, from
wringing the influence of special–interest
money out of the system to members of
different parties spending more time
together. But the most important fix? That
takes some thinking.
I’ve spent some time on it and have my
answer. But you’re not going to like it.
What’s critically important for Congress to
do? Return to the regular order.
I know, even a lot of wonks don’t know
what that means. That’s because it’s a little
hard to define precisely. Drawing on the
work of congressional scholars Tom Mann
and Norm Ornstein, you could think of the
regular order as the rules, precedents and
norms that have evolved over congressional
history to make sure that it treats its
members fairly in the course of its work
and that it plays its proper role in our
scheme of government.
In part, this is about process. You may
think of committee hearings, expert
testimony, and a fair debate and amendments process as eye–glazing details, but
they evolved for a reason: They’re how
Congress ensured that a diversity of voices
got heard, members got the benefit of the
best thinking in the country on difficult
issues, and even rank–and–file members
had a chance to shape policy.
I put those in the past tense because, of
course, mostly they no longer happen.
Instead, Congress has gotten into some
distressing habits — omnibus bills,
weakened committees (especially in the
budget process), amendment–free legislating — which all add up to a curtailed
process dominated by the leadership. It has
limited floor debate, tends to bypass
ordinary members, and gives disproportionate influence to big donors and
lobbyists. It often sidesteps dealing with
tough issues.
And it’s not unusual for important
legislative provisions to be added at the
last minute by powerful members without

discussion or debate.
The result is the diminished, unproductive Congress we now see. Deliberation,
openness, the give–and–take of a free
society, the process of consulting with
experts and those who might be affected by
legislation, a Congress that squarely
addresses the tough questions that need to
be answered if we’re to move forward as a
society — all have fallen victim to
Congress’s abandonment of the regular
order.
And largely because of this, Congress no
longer plays the role that our founders
envisioned and our diverse, complex society
needs.
Now, I don’t want to give the impression
that the regular order is flawless. Any
process will have its problems, and even
when it was observed, the regular order
still put too much power in the hands of too
few people.
But it was far better than the ad hoc,
unpredictable, and often dysfunctional
process we see now. Because once the
regular order breaks down, democracy–
defying habits like omnibus bills, sleight–
of–hand legislating, and powerful leadership teams take hold.
And the result isn’t just an institution
that no longer represents the American
people. It’s also a bad product: legislation
that isn’t vetted, doesn’t reflect a consensus
among members, and often reveals itself to
be unsustainable once it meets the real
world.
In short, if you’ve got a bad process,
you’re likely to create a bad result. A good
process doesn’t ensure good results, but it
definitely boosts the chances of getting to
one.
We have two centuries of experience on
Capitol Hill that have taught us how to run
a legislature so that the voices of the
American people can be reflected in the
halls of power, multiple viewpoints get fair
and respectful consideration, and ordinary
legislators have a fair shot at influencing
the results. Until we get back to that, no
amount of tinkering with Congress will add
up to much.
Lee Hamilton is a senior advisor for
the Indiana University Center on
Representative Government; a
Distinguished Scholar at the IU
Hamilton Lugar School of Global and
International Studies; and a Professor
of Practice at the IU O’Neill School
of Public and Environmental Affairs.
He was a member of the U.S. House
of Representatives for 34 years.

Palm Bay Library to host Cribbage on Tuesdays in July
The Palm Bay Public Library will be hosting Cribbage at 1:30 p.m. on Tuesdays
throughout July. Bring your board and deck of cards and join in the fun. All skill levels are
welcome to participate in the game. The program is free of charge. For more information
on this event, call the Palm Bay Library at (321) 952–4519.
JULY 15, 2019
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The American Society of Civil Engineers names UCF’s Dr. Essam Radwan as a Distinguished Member
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By Alexa Lopez
alopez@asce.org
American Society of Civil Engineers
RESTON, Va. — Dr. Essam Radwan, who holds the
Professional Engineer designation, has been named a
Distinguished Member of the American Society of Civil
Engineers. This is the highest honor to which a civil
engineer can aspire.
He is recognized for his contributions to research to
improve traffic operations using human–centered simulation and for his outstanding leadership to enhance civil
engineering education.
Radwan is a professor emeritus in the College of
Engineering and Computer Science at the University of
Central Florida. Radwan will be inducted Oct 11 at the
Celebration of Leaders Luncheon during ASCE’s 2019
Convention, in Miami.
“ASCE is proud to present the 2019 class of Distinguished Members,” said ASCE spokesperson Robin
Kemper. “Distinguished Members are the most eminent

members in ASCE. The nine professionals recognized in
2019 are well–deserving of this recognition for their
contribution to the civil engineering profession. Each
member has attained a level of excellence that sets the
standard for their peers, paving the way for engineers of
the future. These civil engineers will join the ranks of 220
other current ASCE members who have received this
honor.”
Radwan’s research is recognized worldwide for its
incorporation of human factors into the assessment of
highway safety. He brings together scientists from
electrical and computer engineering, civil and environmental engineering, industrial engineering and psychology to
optimize traffic flow at intersections and arterials with
leading–edge methods. One of his prominent projects used
a driving simulator to determine the risk of drivers
involved in rear–end collisions while under the influence of
cellphones. Throughout his career, Radwan has served as
principal investigator or co–principal investigator on more
than 80 projects sponsored by federal and state agencies,
such as the U.S. and Florida State Departments of
Transportation.
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Radwan has contributed to educating the next generation of civil engineers in addition to his research. He served
as chair of the Department of Civil, Environmental and
Construction Engineering for most of his tenure at UCF,
where he responsibly reformed the undergraduate
curriculum and expanded the graduate program with
vanguard research. Radwan mentored dozens of master’s
and doctoral students, and ensured that they, along with
faculty, presented their own research progress and
findings at premiere forums and at academic and professional conferences both locally and internationally.
As his team’s prominence grew, he attracted significant
and increasing research funding from various levels of
government and industry, and he became founding
director of the Center for Advanced Transportation System
Simulation, a multidisciplinary simulation lab of aggregated investigators working with UCF’s Institute for
Simulation and Training.
Radwan led UCF’s effort to partner with the City of
Orlando on the Central Florida team in the Metrolab
Network, which was inspired by The White House. In this
network, universities use academic research and resources
to help cities improve their approaches to sustainability,
economic development, community–building and public
safety. With the benefit of Radwan’s vision and leadership,
many emerging topics, such as automated and connected
mobility and energy diversification, are being addressed
successfully in practice, classrooms and pilot programs.
Furthermore, Radwan has authored 260 technical
papers and reports, and his work is extensively cited by his
peers. He has delivered numerous academic talks at
international conferences and professional meetings to
which he has been invited and has been a keynote speaker
at events internationally. His honors include the Frank
Masters Award, serving as an Institute of Transportation
Engineers Fellow, and has been active with the Transportation Research Board and the Florida Engineering
Society. He earned his degrees at Cairo University and
Purdue University.
l About the American Society of Civil Engineers
Founded in 1852, the organization represents more
than 150,000 civil engineers worldwide and is America’s
oldest national engineering society.
For more information, visit www.asce.org or
www.infrastructurereportcard.org and follow ASCE on
Twitter, @ASCETweets and @ASCEGovRel.

Webster to host cybersecurity information
session July 17 at its campus in Melbourne
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Webster University will be hosting an information
session for its cybersecurity programs at 6 p.m. on
Wednesday, July 17, at its Melbourne campus.
Adjunct Professor Richard Horner, who works for
Lockheed Martin, will be delivering a mini–lecture on
“Space Assets.”
Information on the master of science degree in
Cybersecurity, the Graduate Certificate in Cybersecurity
Threat Detection, and the Graduate Certificate in
Cybersecurity Information Assurance will be highlighted.
To receive an information packet or RSVP for the
presentation, call (321) 449–4500 or email
Melbourne@webster.edu.
You can view more program information at
www.webster.edu/spacecoast. Webster University’s
Melbourne campus is located at 5565 N. Wickham Road,
near the corner of the Pineda Causeway and Wickham
Road.
Webster University is a not–for–profit, regionally
accredited university, founded in 1915 and has offered
graduate degrees on the Space Coast since 1993.
JULY 15, 2019
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Journalism professors now advise students to look beyond
news media for job opportunities, according to new research
By David Ruth
david@rice.edu
HOUSTON — As the journalism
industry rapidly evolves, what are professors in the field telling students about their
job prospects?
A new study from Rice University and
Rutgers University finds educators are
encouraging aspiring journalists to look for
work outside the news business.
“Professionalizing Contingency: How
Journalism Schools Adapt to
Deprofessionalization,” will appear in an
upcoming edition of “Social Forces.”
Authors Max Besbris, an assistant
professor of sociology at Rice, and Caitlin
Petre, an assistant professor of journalism
and media studies at Rutgers, conducted
the study in response to the massive
transformations taking place in journalism,
particularly in the field’s labor market.
“The post–Watergate media era where
you would work for a local paper or TV
station and work your way up to retirement with a nice pension is behind us,”
Besbris said. “Now, papers are shutting
down, news outlets are consolidating, and
information is widely available on the
internet. We wanted to see how these
drastic changes in media and media
consumption over the past 20 years were
impacting journalism education.”
For the study, Besbris and Petre
conducted in–depth interviews with 113
faculty, staff and administrators from 44
U.S. journalism programs that varied in
size, prestige, location and other factors.
The authors argue that journalism schools
have sought to reframe the industry’s
unstable labor market as an inevitable and
even desirable part of the business and its
professional identity.
“Professional schools in general seem to
be a means by which we can get a good
career,” Besbris said. “A medical degree is a
pretty clear path, as is the path of a social
worker or engineer. However, journalism is
a less defined profession and you don’t need
a license to practice. That’s an interesting
aspect of this case. Master’s degrees are on
the rise but more of them — including
journalism degrees — don’t necessarily
offer a clear path to a secure career.”
Indeed, the authors found that journalism educators are “very aware” and
sensitive to changes in the industry. The

majority interviewed said they accept the
changes in the field as a reality and see no
way of returning to old models. They also
agreed that students must move away from
thinking about journalism as a coherent
career path and instead must accept the
precarious nature of their jobs.
“They’re telling their students that they
don’t have to, in fact shouldn’t, go work for
traditional news organizations — they can
do temporary, contract or freelance work,
or work for non–news corporations, the
government, NGOs (nongovernmental
organizations) or almost any other place,”
Besbris said. “For a long time journalism
had been trying to cultivate the difference
between journalism and PR (public
relations), so it was really interesting to see
this change in thinking, and hear individuals say that students should prepare to
work as journalists in non–news organizations.”
Besbris also said most of the educators
they interviewed stressed that students
should be “as entrepreneurial as possible”
and be willing to start their own businesses
or websites. They encouraged students to
not only become good writers or photojournalists, but also develop the skills to do just
about anything from writing and editing to
recording and designing.
“Many of these J–school professors are
telling students to learn to hustle, be game
for anything and even to celebrate the
precariousness of the labor market,”
Besbris said.
To be sure, there’s pushback from some
instructors, Besbris said. Some of those
interviewed were “very upset” about the
changes taking place in their schools and
within the industry. However, Bebris said,
those people — who were mostly Ph.D.s
with little or distant experience in the field
— comprised a small minority.
Besbris and Petre hope the research will
illuminate how professional schools writ
large are adjusting to labor market
instability in the fields for which they’re
training students.
The research was funded by the
Institute for Public Knowledge at New
York University and the Tow–Knight
Center for Entrepreneurial Journalism at
the City University of New York.
To request a copy of the paper, contact
Amy McCaig, senior media relations
specialist at Rice, at amym@rice.edu or
(713) 348–6777.

Two new officers now part of the Cocoa Police Department
Cocoa Police Chief Mike Cantaloupe recently swore–in two new police officers immediately following their graduation from the academy at Eastern Florida State College.
Christopher Moderson was born and raised in Mims. He is 24 years old. His father is a
20–year veteran of the Seminole County Sheriff’s Office.
Charis Holland, 23, is also from Mims. She holds a bachelor’s degree in criminal justice
and hopes to work her way into investigations at the Cocoa Police Department.
Both new officers will spend the next few months in training learning the department’s
policies and procedures. Once they successfully complete the field–training program, they
will be deployed to solo patrol duties.
JULY 15, 2019
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Brevard loses longtime philanthropist
Evelyn Foster; Health First supporter
generously gave time and resources
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Even if you never met Evelyn Foster, there’s a good
chance she’s made her mark in your life.
Foster, a longtime Brevard resident whose philanthropy in local health care stretched across decades, died
June 19, 2019. She was 91.
Raised in Alabama and a graduate of Auburn
University’s School of Interior Design, Foster came to
Brevard in the 1960s with her husband, Warren.
A dedicated wife and mother, Foster was always the
first to step up and help others in need. Why? The Fosters
had been fortunate in life only “by the grace of God,” she
has told others in the past, and the couple considered it
“their responsibility to give back by helping others less
fortunate.”
“Evelyn, along with her late husband, Warren, gave
generously to support Health First’s programs and
services for decades,” said Steve Johnson, president and
CEO of Health First Inc. “In addition to serving as a
trustee of the Health First Foundation, Evelyn worked
tirelessly to help raise funds for nursing scholarships,
helping our nurses earn advanced nursing degrees.
“While Evelyn will be terribly missed by her children,
grandchildren and the community, her legacy lives on
through the thousands of individuals and families whose
lives have been and will continue to be touched by the
many programs and services she has helped make
possible,” Johnson said.
A woman of strong faith, Foster’s dedication to her
community goes back more than 50 years, with service to
the Health First Foundation, the American Cancer
Society, the Cancer Care Centers of Brevard Foundation,
Breast Friends and First United Methodist Church of
Melbourne.
She and her husband funded the first
echocardiography machine at Health First’s Holmes
Regional Medical Center. Evelyn was also the founding
chairwoman for the Women’s Advisory Council.
While Foster’s good deeds were not limited to a
particular cause, her generosity and spirit had a lasting
impact on Health First, Brevard’s community health–care
system.
A Health First Foundation Board of Trustees member
since March 2001, Foster also served on the Foundation’s
Executive Board, in addition to chairing special committees with the nonprofit.
In 2012, Foster helped spearhead the original endowment committee for the Mike Means and Larry Garrison
Endowment for Nursing Excellence, alongside Chairman
Rusty Fischer. Through these efforts, 83 scholarships and
nearly $232,000 have been awarded to Health First
nurses returning to school for advanced nursing degrees.
Foster and her late husband have been recognized
through the Foundation’s Society of Founders and Legacy
Society for their contributions to Health First programs
and services.
This has included supporting the Project HOPE mobile
health unit (now Brevard Health Alliance mobile clinic),
the William Childs Hospice House, the Heart Center at
Holmes Regional, Health First Cancer Institute, the
Health Science Reference Library (named for Warren and
Evelyn Foster) at Holmes Regional, Women & Children
services, Emergency and Trauma services, the Serenity
Garden at Holmes Regional and more.
JULY 15, 2019
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packages to schools and museums around the world
By Angelica DeLuccia Morrissey
angelica@griffincg.com
Griffin Communications Group
The Aldrin Family Foundation’s
ShareSpace Education has named 50
global recipients of its new “Giant Moon
Map” program.
Launched in honor of the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 Moon landing, this
one–of–a–kind educational tool sparks
creativity in students while they learn
STEAM concepts and celebrate one of
humankind’s greatest achievements. The
donation is collectively valued at more than
$240,500.
“As we move closer to the 50th anniversary of the first Moon landing, there is a
renewed fascination with this historic
achievement,” said Dr. Andrew Aldrin,
president of AFF. “The response to the
launch of the Giant Moon Map program a
few months ago was phenomenal, with
more applications than we ever imagined.
Everyone clearly sees how it’s the perfect
tool to help teach today’s youth about that
moment in time, while helping them build
a love for STEAM–based concepts. Our
goal is that this initial donation of 50 maps
will only be the beginning.”
Giant Moon Map packages will be
distributed to schools and educational
institutions in 45 states, including:
Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, California,
Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii,
Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Maine, Missouri,
Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, New
York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia, Washington and Wisconsin.
In addition, packages were awarded to
five schools and educational institutions in
Canada, Germany, India and Mexico.
Each ShareSpace Education Giant
Moon Map program package includes
either a 25’ by 25’ vinyl map of the Moon or
a 15’ by 15’ one. Both sizes also come with
15 “Welcome to the Moon” books and the
Moon Map educational activities package.
Through a new partnership with

AstroReality, the kit now includes a
120mm 3D model of the Moon. The model
features augmented reality technology that
enhances interactions on the map through
each of the Apollo mission patches,
teaching students about the six landing
sites where 12 humans have walked on the
moon.
The package features authentic, fun
lessons and activities designed especially
for students ages 10 to 14, and access to in–
person and online program training from
ShareSpace Education.
AFF worked with donors to make the 50
Giant Moon Map packages available for
distribution. The program launched in
April at the National Science Teachers
Association Convention in St. Louis.
Applications from individual schools, school
districts and informal education organizations were reviewed by an independent
team of judges with the aim of distributing
the packages to educational institutions
where they can do the most good, especially
in underserved communities.
For more information on this program,
visit ShareSpace.org/giant–moon–map.
l About the Aldrin Family Foundation
The AFF strives to cultivate the next
generation of space leaders, entrepreneurs
and explorers who will extend human
habitation beyond the Earth to the Moon
and Mars. AFF’s STEAM–based educational tools, educational activities and
programs span from a child’s first classroom experience through graduate school
and professional programs.
l About ShareSpace Education
ShareSpace Education, one of the key
organizations within the Aldrin Family
Foundation, is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
organization dedicated to cultivating
children’s passion for STEAM by providing
innovative, interactive educational tools to
schools, teachers and information educations throughout the United States and
abroad.
Founded in 2016 by Apollo 11 astronaut
Buzz Aldrin, ShareSpace has reached more
than 300,000 children and continues to
grow its impact each year.
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Opening reception set for Buist and new exhibit ‘Liquid Wood’
“Liquid Wood,” a solo exhibit by Larry Buist, will open July 29 and run through
Aug. 31 at the Fifth Avenue Art Gallery in the Eau Arts District of Melbourne.
An opening reception for Buist will be held from 5:30–8:30 p.m. on Friday, Aug. 2. He
will also be giving a talk about his work at 2 p.m. on Saturday, Aug. 10.
These events are open to the public free of charge.
Buist has been working in three–dimensional art for more than 20 years. His work has
won awards and is in many collections, including the Hilton Charter Hotel in Seattle,
Wash. Buist says of his work, “I sculpt, but I do not draw or paint except to work out
designs for sculptures. In preparation for a new piece, I often create clay or wire models.
When working without a model I follow a vision and assemble pieces until a rough concept
is manifested. With each new piece, I push the limits of my abilities and technical
experience, as well as those of the medium I work in.”
The Fifth Avenue Art Gallery’s address is 1470 Highland Ave. The phone number is
(321) 259–8261. Visit www.FifthAvenueArtGallery.com for more information on the
Fifth Avenue Art Gallery.
JULY 15, 2019
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Ubicquia in Melbourne taps smart–cities market with unique products; area
firms Meld Studio Architecture, ABI, and CGC team on Ubicquia’s new office
By Ken Datzman
Technology–oriented companies continue to set up
operations in Brevard County, an expanding hub of
innovation across diverse industries. In fact, Brevard has
the highest number of patents–per–10,000 workers in
Florida, according to The Brookings Institution.
And, according to the TechAmerica Foundation,
Brevard has the fifth most concentrated high–tech
workforce in the nation. More and more technology
companies are discovering the Space Coast.
Now add Ubicquia to that fast–growing list of technologically innovative businesses in Melbourne.
With a cutting–edge suite of products and services
designed to tap the growth in smart streetlighting and
smart–city projects, Ubicquia has established its new
5,000–square–foot, custom–designed Engineering and
Operations Center at Gateway Business Center.
Ubicquia, which does business globally, offers municipalities, utilities, and mobile operators a cost–effective
and expandable platform for deploying smart city,
broadband, and small–cell services.
“We make smart IoT (Internet of Things) controllers
for smart lighting and smart sensors for smart cities,”
said Brad Hutson, Ubicquia’s global vice president of
engineering. “We are building a massive network of
capabilities to provide services to smart–city projects
around lighting control, lighting utilization, and parking
detection. Our new Space Coast facility will become the
center of Ubicquia’s next–generation smart–city broadband and IoT communication platforms.”
Smart lighting solutions provide cities with an
opportunity to drive down energy usage and improve
environmental conditions.
Smart streetlighting continues to solidify its position
as the foundational layer for broader smart–city projects.
These projects are not only saving cities and utilities
billions of dollars in energy and maintenance costs, but
have also begun to open up new revenue opportunities.
“Lighting is one of the larger expenditures for a city or
a utility or a municipality,” said Hutson. “It costs money
to keep the lights on, literally. The technology we use
allows them to save money. Generally, we work in
conjunction with the cities when they are replacing old
streetlights with newer LED (light–emitting diode)
technology, which of course saves money right from the
start.”
According to Northeast Group’s “Global Smart Street
Lighting & Smart Cities: Market Forecast (2019–2028),”
total investment in LED and smart streetlights, as well
as additional smart–city sensors attached to streetlights,
will reach $50 billion over the next decade.
LED and smart streetlighting projects have “always
represented enormous efficiency opportunities for cities,
with savings typically reaching over 65 percent. Precipitous price declines have now bottomed out, so the time is
ripe to make these investments,” the report says.
Additionally, smart–city infrastructure “can be added
to the world’s 360 million streetlights, with cities monetizing attachment rights to telecom operators and also
creating revenue potential through emerging urban data
marketplaces.”
A key finding of Northeast Group’s research was that
there are now more than “11 million connected
streetlights globally,” with projects developing in all
regions of the world.
BREVARD BUSINESS NEWS / 12
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Brad Hutson, left, is global vice president of engineering at Ubicquia in Melbourne. The company’s custom–designed 5,000–square–
foot office is in Gateway Business Center. Architect Jeff Anderson is a partner at Meld Studio Architecture in Melbourne. His firm along
with American Business Interiors and Certified General Contractors worked the project for Ubicquia, which currently employs 32
professionals and is planning to have around 90 people on staff before the end of the year. When it opened its headquarters here six
months ago, Ubicquia had 20 employees.

Smart streetlights have developed alongside LED
conversions, which are now standard in much of the
world. These connected streetlights will form the backbone for larger smart–city programs, as cities look to add
“smart parking, environmental sensors, electric vehicle
charging infrastructure, traffic monitoring, and other
applications producing new urban data streams.”
Ubicquia is well positioned to benefit from this growth
years into the future. “There is a huge opportunity for us
to grow with the capabilities we have,” said Hutson.
Ubicquia, which was founded by Tre Zimmerman, the
firm’s chief technology officer, and Lowell Kraff, board
chairman, has an expanding portfolio of products that
cater to smart streetlight deployments.
The products include its flagship “Ubicell” streetlight
router, its trademarked “Ubihub” streetlight gigabit
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switch and its trademarked “Ubimetro” streetlight Small
Cell.
“The Ubicell, for example, sits on top of streetlight
fixtures, so it gives us a unique position to have a device
that can communicate with other devices as well as
control the lights, which are positioned every 30 meters,”
said Hutson.
Ubicell is a “plug–and–play network” and IoT router
that replaces the standard streetlight photocell. It’s a
modular and cost–effective platform for mobile operators,
municipalities, utilities, and light manufacturers that are
deploying smart city and broadband services, and it is
compatible with 360 million streetlights globally, said
Hutson.
Please see Ubicquia, page 19
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Enrollment underway for Space Coast Machinist Apprenticeship Program, on–
the–job–training with classroom instruction; member manufacturers needed
By Ken Datzman
COCOA — Vocational, or career and technical education, is on the upswing in a big way. American manufacturers have experienced record growth the last couple
years and the demand for skilled, talented workers is
creating job opportunities across many industries.
The local manufacturing sector, which caters to all
types of industries and produces everything from firearms
to high–performance transmissions to safety tools for the
power industry, is experiencing some of its best times.
“Business has been phenomenal at our company,” said
Chris Williams, the CNC machining supervisor for the day
shift at Brevard Robotics Inc., a high–volume firearms
manufacturer. “We manufactured and shipped about
156,000 weapons last year.”
CNC stands for “computer numerical control.” Brevard
Robotics makes handguns, rifles, knives and flashlights,
for example. “There are many different facets to the
weapons, including a lot of individual metal components.
And the process starts with raw materials,” he said.
Williams has worked for the company for 26 years,
rising through the ranks. The majority of his experience
has been CNC machining, including work in research and
development, and setups for new programs and new
products.
“It’s a career I have greatly enjoyed,” said Williams,
who is an instructor for the four–year–long Space Coast
Machinist Apprenticeship Program, of which he is a 2008
graduate himself. The program is designed to teach and
train students to become state–certified journeymen.
Machinists such as Williams use lathes, milling
machines, and grinders to produce precision metal parts.
Many machinists must be able to use both manual and
CNC machinery.
CNC machines control the cutting–tool speed and do all
the necessary cuts to create a part. The machinist determines the cutting path, the speed of the cut, and the feed
rate by programming instructions into the CNC machine.
Industry veteran Rich Audurn is also an instructor for
the program. He runs the machine shop at J.W. Performance Transmissions Inc. in Rockledge, a more than
40–year–old venture founded by John Winters Sr. and now
includes the second generation of the family.
“We build high–performance transmissions and develop new products,” said Audurn, who has been with
J.W. Performance Transmissions for five years and has
30 years’ experience in the machining industry. “We are
always working on the development side of the business,
coming up with new ideas to turn into products that are
marketable.”
The company has a 40,000–square–foot manufacturing
facility. J.W. Performance Transmissions has produced a
number of product innovations over the last four decades,
including “The Wheel.” These precision–machined
flexplates feature double–welded steel centers.
Today, John and Helen Winters’ son, John Jr., is
leading the company into the future. He is a graduate of
the Space Coast Machinist Apprenticeship Program.
Audurn, who grew up in Chattanooga, Tenn., worked in
a tool–and–die shop for 11 years before moving to Florida.
He also worked for an area company that serves the
aerospace industry and makes launch–pad structures.
“Rich (Audurn) is a veteran journeyman. You name it, he
can run it,” said Greg Menyhart of Migrandy Corp., a
longtime manufacturer on Merritt Island.
JULY 15, 2019
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The four–year Space Coast Machinist Apprenticeship Program, a registered apprenticeship program with the Florida Department of
Education, is taught by highly experienced professionals in the field. The instructors include, from left: Rich Audurn, J.W. Performance
Transmissions; Dr. Alice Jones, the program’s administrative director; Greg Menyhart, Migrandy Corp.; Chris Williams, Brevard
Robotics; and Damion Johnson, Kam Technologies. They are at Brevard Robotics.

“When I was 12 or 13 years old, I never thought I would
have a career as a machinist,” said Audurn. “But here I
am. And you can make a very good living doing this type of
precision work. There is always a lot of job variety, too —
doing CAD modeling and CNC programming, for instance.
Year four of the Space Coast Machinist Apprenticeship
Program teaches CAD design. We have a graduate of that
program at J.W. Performance Transmissions and she is
doing incredible work.”
The 22–year–old nonprofit Space Coast Machinist
Apprenticeship Program is a registered program with the
Florida Department of Education. The program combines
8,000 hours of on–the–job training with classroom
instruction. Professional machinists are the classroom
instructors. The state requires 576 hours of classroom
learning to become a journeyman.
“One of the reasons why this program has been
successful is because of the highly skilled instructors. They
all have many years of experience in their fields. They all
work full time at local machine shops,” said Dr. Alice
Jones, administrative director for Space Coast Machinist
Apprenticeship Program. “What differentiates our
machining program from the other ‘certificate’ programs
that have flooded the market recently, is the on–the–job
work experience and the willingness of the instructors to
teach on a part–time basis.”
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Enrollment for the program is underway and runs until
Aug. 15. Interested candidates can contact Dr. Jones at
(321) 254–8278 or brevmachapprent@aol.com and set up
an appointment.
When the apprentices graduate from the program, they
are awarded their Florida Department of Education
machining certificates or journeyman licenses, which are
recognized in all 50 states and in Europe.
The Space Coast Machinist Apprenticeship Program
has member companies that provide full–time, paid
machining jobs for the apprentices. The machinists help
produce the products for the respective companies they
work for as part of their hands–on experience.
“We need more manufacturing companies in the area to
step up and be part of this program,” said Dr. Jones. “We
always end up with more applicants than member
companies. The member companies are the foundation for
the program because they provide the on–the–job training
opportunities for the apprentices.”
“The manufacturers are here. We just need to get more
of them onboard with this important program,” added
Williams.
Company membership costs are “extremely low” and
the apprentices’ tuition is free,” she said.
Please see Machinist Apprenticeship Program, page 21
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FSU students awarded record number of Gilman
Scholarships, studying or interning around world
By Amy Farnum–Patronis
afarnumpatronis@fsu.edu
Florida State University
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TALLAHASSEE — A record number of
Florida State University students are
studying or interning around the world this
summer thanks to prestigious Benjamin A.
Gilman International Scholarships from
the U.S. Department of State. FSU’s 28
Gilman Scholars are the most in school
history.
The Gilman Scholarship is a grant
program that gives students the opportunity to study or intern abroad and emphasizes learning about culture and language
to prepare individuals for a globalized
world.
“The Benjamin A. Gilman Scholarship
is an instrumental tool for Pell Grant–
receiving students to access international
opportunities, and the success of these 28
individuals is pivotal as FSU becomes the
largest institution to add an experiential
learning requirement,” said Jesse Wieland,
assistant director of the Office of National
Fellowships. “These students demonstrate
that experiential opportunities aren’t
confined to the borders of Florida State
University and are accessible to anyone
despite their financial circumstance.”
Students who receive federal Pell Grant
funding are eligible to apply for the Gilman
Scholarship. Winners receive up to $5,000
toward study abroad or internship program
costs with additional funding available for
the study of a critical language overseas.
The program encourages students to
study and intern in a diverse array of
countries and world regions. Florida State’s
Gilman Scholars are studying in 15
different countries across the globe — from
China to the Czech Republic.
Arria Hauldin, a senior anthropology
major from Cooper City, used her Gilman
Scholarship to travel to Vietnam. Hauldin,
who is part of the FSU Global Scholars
program, is working as an English teacher
in Chu Town through the Vietnamese

nonprofit “Coins for Change,” which assists
disenfranchised women and their children
by providing English education and
offering business support through workshops and classes. She said working and
living in the rural Vietnamese town has
been a transformative experience.
“Gilman has offered me an opportunity
I once thought was fantasy,” Hauldin said.
“Without this scholarship, I would not be
able to connect with such a warm, caring
and resilient community that has taught
me more about the world and myself than
they will ever know.”
Christopher Lormeus, a sophomore
finance major from Pompano Beach, is
interning at the Moroccan World News in
Rabat, Morocco. During his internship, he
is writing articles about finance and
working as a financial analyst for the
company.
“This experience is really helpful in
building my experience for my career in
finance,” Lormeus said. “I have been able
to learn new skills by breaking down the
necessary components to building a
successful business and actually applying
them to a host company. I am very grateful
for the opportunity to be in such a beautiful
place doing what I love.”
Since 2001, the Gilman Scholarship
program has enabled more than 28,000
American students of diverse backgrounds
to engage in a meaningful educational
experience abroad.
The late Congressman Gilman, for
whom the scholarship is named, served in
the House of Representatives for 30 years
and chaired the House Foreign Relations
Committee. He was honored with the
Secretary of State’s Distinguished Service
Medal in 2002.
FSU’s Office of National Fellowships,
located in the Honors, Scholars, and
Fellows House, introduces students to
scholarship programs they may be eligible
for and helps facilitate the application
process. For more information, visit the
Office of National Fellowships at
ONF.FSU.edu.

Texas Christian University graduate Emily Busskohl
joins BizCom Associates as an account assistant
PLANO, Texas — BizCom Associates, an award–winning Dallas–Fort Worth public
relations and marketing communications agency, has grown its team of professionals with
the addition of Emily Busskohl as a new account assistant.
In her new role, she will assist on multiple accounts for high–profile agency clients.
Busskohl grew up in Southern California but spent the last four years in Fort Worth,
Texas, studying at Texas Christian University. She graduated from TCU in May with a
bachelor’s degree in strategic communication and a minor in general business.
Before joining BizCom Associates, Busskohl worked for Chappell Capital, a startup
digital marketing agency in Fort Worth, as a social media marketer. Before that, she
worked for KTCU, TCU’s local radio station, as a marketing assistant and has held
positions at Fort Worth’s RIDE TV and Encore Live.
Established in 1999, BizCom Associates specializes in helping international business
leaders, entrepreneurs and franchise companies promote their products and services
around the world.
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By Brad Buck
bradbuck@ufl.edu
UF/IFAS Communications
University of Florida
GAINESVILLE — You’ve heard an apple a day keeps
the doctor away. Now orange peels may improve your
heart health.
Yu Wang, an assistant professor of food science and
human nutrition at the UF Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences, has been awarded a $500,000 grant from
the U.S. Agriculture and Food Research Initiative, part of
the USDA.
With the award, Wang plans to lead a research team to
ensure extracts from orange peels improve the gut’s ability
to stave off fatty linings in your arteries.
Recent research has shown that gut bacteria help
develop cardiovascular disease. When they feed on certain
nutrients during digestion, gut bacteria produce
trimethylamine N–oxide (TMAO) as a byproduct. TMAO
levels are powerful predictors of future cardiovascular
disease, according to researchers at the Cleveland Clinic.
Wang and her colleagues want to work on that gut
bacteria. They will study how orange peels promote gut
health and, therefore, overall human health.
Americans generate about 5 million tons of orange
peels a year, Wang said. Right now, the peels are mostly
treated as waste, she said. But the Food and Drug
Administration considers natural orange peel extracts safe
for human consumption. So, Wang wants to put those
peels to better use.
“This research could be critical to enhancing the
cardiovascular health of millions of people worldwide,” said

Wang, a faculty member at the UF/IFAS Citrus Research
and Education Center in Lake Alfred. “In addition to
improving consumers’ health, our research results could
provide additional economic returns, benefiting U.S.
agriculture and food systems.”
For the new UF/IFAS–led project, researchers hypothesize that orange peels will modify gut microbiota and help
prevent atherosclerosis, a disease characterized by fatty
deposits on the inner walls of arteries.
When gut microbiota breaks down chemicals called
choline and carnitine, the process eventually produces
trimethylamine (TMA). Enzymes can then convert TMA
into TMAO, Wang said.
But orange peels contain components that interfere
with TMA enzymes, Wang said. Researchers believe that
action will help prevent atherosclerosis.
To test these hypotheses, the researchers will combine
animal studies with enzyme tests to assess how orange–

peel extract consumption can prevent cardiovascular
diseases.
In her own preliminary study, Wang used experimented with three groups of mice to see if she was going in
the right direction with her research proposal. One group
was fed a regular diet, the second was fed a regular diet
plus carnitine, which induced TMAO. The third group was
fed a regular diet, carnitine and orange peels.
They found orange peels altered the composition of
bacteria in colon in the mice fed with regular diet, carnitine and orange peels.
“Within three years, we expect to understand more
about the mechanisms associated with orange peel
consumption, TMAO formation and the prevention of
atherosclerosis,” Wang said. “We hope this project can not
only positively impact human cardiovascular health via
the promotion of gut health, but will also provide a simple
and an efficient usage of orange peel.”

Tech again a ‘Golden Age University’ in new rankings by Times Higher Education
Times Higher Education (THE), the respected, London–based provider of data and analytics on higher education, has
recognized Florida Tech for the second consecutive year in its “Golden Age University Rankings.”
The 2019 list features 271 top global institutions founded between 1945 and 1967, reflecting what THE describes as
the “Golden Age” in international higher education, characterized by rapid university expansion and increasing investment in research.
Florida Tech was ranked in the 101–150 range and was one of just 19 U.S.–based universities on the list, including
four in Florida. The ranking was developed by examining and rating 13 performance indicators grouped in five key areas:
teaching environment, research environment, citation impact, knowledge transfer and international outlook, with the
first three areas accounting for 90 percent of the ranking. It is the same methodology THE uses for its broader World
University Rankings.
The Golden Age university list is published alongside THE’s Young University Rankings which honors universities
under the age of 50. Florida Tech, founded in 1958, has celebrated its 60th anniversary over the last year.
Find the Golden Age rankings at bit.ly/2FwiKmw.
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The American Advertising Federation appoints
industry veteran Steve Pacheco as president, CEO
By American Advertising Federation
aaf@aaf.org
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WASHINGTON — The American
Advertising Federation (AAF) Board of
Directors has appointed marketing
veteran Steve Pacheco as the
organization’s new president and CEO,
effective immediately.
The Board ratified the appointment at
the AAF’s annual national conference,
ADMERICA.
The AAF began its search for a new
president and CEO last year, following
James Edmund Datri’s decision to step
down in October from those roles after
completing 10 years of service to the
organization.
Strategic advisory firm MediaLink, an
Ascential company, was engaged to lead
the search, working closely with the AAF’s
search committee of board members and
executives.
Pacheco will be tasked with designing
a future–forward organization consistent
with the rapid, seismic change impacting
the advertising landscape.
His role will span evolution and
development of the AAF’s programs,
services and membership; volunteer
engagement; and serving as the voice of
the advertising industry through advocacy
and lobbying on key issues from free
commercial speech to the advancement of
diversity and inclusion.
“Advertising is undergoing unprecedented change; consequently, a major
goal of our search was finding a leader
who could reimagine the traditional trade
association model,” said AAF Board Chair
Amanda Richman, Wavemaker U.S.
CEO.
“Steve is a marketing innovator who
embodies everything required to grow our
organization. His commitment to diversity, creativity and trust will be essential
in continuing our work as the unifying
voice of advertising.”
Pacheco joins the AAF from Ducks
Unlimited, where he was chief marketing
officer. He brings 30 years of industry
experience to his role, more than 20 of
which were spent at FedEx as managing

director of advertising and sponsorship
marketing. There, he produced a bevy of
award–winning work, including more
than a dozen Super Bowl commercials, as
well as FedExCup, NFL and NASCAR
advertising campaigns.
Previously, he worked for International
Paper as director of advertising and
marketing communications, where he
directed the company’s 1996 Summer
Olympics sponsorship. He was also a
partner in a Memphis–based advertising
and design agency, Humphreys Ink.
Pacheco is the first AAF president and
CEO to have held an active leadership
role at every level of the organization,
beginning in 1984 at the collegiate level,
then president of the Memphis Advertising Federation in 1991 and rising to
chairman of the AAF National Board of
Directors in 2011.
In 2013, he received the AAF Barton A.
Cummings Gold Medal Award and was
also named The Advertising Club of New
York’s “Advertising Person of the Year.”
“I have been deeply connected to the
AAF and its mission throughout my
career in advertising–it has been my
North Star,” said Pacheco. “It’s incredibly
fulfilling to take on a role that’s so integral
in setting a high standard for the values of
advertising, connecting the talent that
drives it, and progressing the issues that
will evolve the industry for the better. I’m
honored to assume the responsibility. I
will continue to be passionate about
advertising and the AAF in this new role.”
l About the American Advertising
Federation
Established in 1905, the AAF acts as
the “Unifying Voice for Advertising.” Its
membership is comprised of nearly 100
corporate members made up of the
nation’s leading advertisers, agencies, and
media companies; a national network of
nearly 200 local clubs representing 40,000
advertising professionals; and more than
200 college chapters with 5,000 student
members. The AAF operates a host of
programs and initiatives, including the
Advertising Hall of Fame, the Advertising
Hall of Achievement, the American
Advertising Awards, and the National
Student Advertising Competition.

New diverging diamond interstate access opens in Viera
VIERA — New ramps that give motorists full access to and from Interstate 95 at Exit
193/Viera Boulevard, as well as continued use of the new diverging diamond interchange
(DDI), are open to traffic.
As a first–of–its kind in East Central Florida, the diverging diamond concept is
designed to move traffic safely and efficiently. With its unique, crisscross traffic pattern,
the DDI aims to reduce crashes by eliminating left turn movements. Construction of the
nearly $17 million project is also expected to relieve congestion for local traffic, as well as
at interchanges to the north and south of it on I–95. Prior to this, motorists were driving
two miles north or south of Viera Boulevard to access the interstate.
While the opening of the access ramps to and from the interstate is a major milestone
for this project, motorists are advised that some minor construction work is still occurring
to finish some final details, which should be complete later this summer.
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Fast–growing Uproar PR in Orlando sells to Kanaris Group, founders of eight–year old firm to stay on
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

By Amber Richards
arichards@uproarpr.com
Uproar PR
ORLANDO — Uproar PR recently announced that the
Kanaris Group has acquired the firm from cofounders
Mike Harris and Catriona Harris. The acquisition comes
on the heels of eight years of significant growth for the
international public relations and social media firm. After
the acquisition, the firm will focus on strategic and
controlled growth with expanded service offerings and an
increase in staff.
One of the country’s fastest–growing companies three–
years running, according to “Inc. 5000,” Uproar PR
finished 2018 with year–end revenue of $4.4 million,
growth of nearly 10 percent from the previous year.
Launched in 2011 with a focus on culture first, the firm
has consistently been named a “best place to work” by both
industry and mainstream media outlets, including Top
Company Culture by “Entrepreneur” magazine, “Orlando
Business Journal’s” Fast 50, “Orlando Sentinel’s” Top 100
Companies, and “Outside” magazine’s Best Places to Work.
Moving forward, Catriona Harris will remain with the
company as CEO, where she will continue to focus on
client strategy and team development. Mike Harris will
remain president and chief operating officer, where his
primary role is client acquisition and retention.
“The PR industry is fast–paced and stressful. Because
of that, we wanted to create an environment where
employees enjoyed coming to work and where there was a
true team environment. In doing so, we believed — and
quickly found to be true — that we would deliver the best
results for clients. Happy employees make for happy

clients. I look forward to continuing that culture during
this next growth stage,” said CEO Catriona Harris.
To lead the firm through this next phase, Ermis
Sfakiyanudis, executive director of Kanaris Group, will join
as executive chairman at Uproar PR. Sfakiyanudis has
more than 20 years’ experience launching and leading
successful companies in competitive markets. He has a
deep passion for understanding product and service value,
conveying that value simply for the target audience, and
building the infrastructure to successfully deliver to the
market.
“I have worked with Mike and Catriona for nearly 15
years and been a client several times over,” he said.
“Through that relationship I valued the quality work they
did for my companies and always looked for our next
working relationship. We talked for some time about how
best to scale from the incredible foundation they’ve built at
Uproar and I became personally invested in wanting to see
the company continue to grow. My years of experience

across multiple industries is a compliment to the work that
Catriona, Mike and the entire Uproar team does on a daily
basis for clients.”
“After eight years of starting this agency and growing to
nearly 60 people, we knew it was time to look to the next
stage in Uproar’s development,” said Mike Harris. “We
wanted a strategic buyer who could bring the next round of
growth to Uproar so that we could continue with our vision
of culture first. This will allow us to spend more time
working directly with clients and our team to provide an
even stronger level of service than we have in the past.”
l About Uproar PR
With offices in Orlando and Chicago, Uproar PR is a
full–service public relations and social media agency that
delivers top–tier results to drive sales and raise awareness
for its clients. With service offerings in media relations,
social media, creative services, thought–leadership and
digital marketing, Uproar PR continually places its clients
at the forefront of national and industry trends.

King Center announces new date for the Justin Hayward concert, Nov. 10
The King Center in Melbourne has announced a new date for the Justin Hayward concert with “support” from Mike
Dawes. The performance is set for 7 p.m. on Sunday, Nov. 10.
Having chalked up 50 years at the peak of the music and entertainment industry, Hayward’s voice has been heard the
world over. Known principally as the vocalist, lead guitarist and composer for the Moody Blues, his is an enduring talent
that has helped to define the times in which he worked. Over the last 45 years the band has sold 55 million albums and
received numerous awards. Commercial success has gone hand–in–hand with critical acclaim. The Moody Blues are
“renowned the world over as innovators and trail blazers who have influenced any number of fellow artists.”
He joined the Moody Blues in the summer of 1966. Hitting his stride immediately with the single “Fly Me High,” he
followed it up with the classic hit songs, “Nights in White Satin,” and “Tuesday Afternoon,” from the seminal album,
“Days of Future Past.” Hayward created other classic hits such as, “Question,” “The Voice,” “I Know You’re Out There
Somewhere,” “The Story in Your Eyes,” and “Your Wildest Dreams.”
Tickets for this concert may be purchased by visiting KingCenter.com or by calling the ticket office at (321) 242–2219.
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LEAD Brevard invites nominations from community for its 16th annual fundraiser recognition program
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

LEAD Brevard has opened nominations for its 16th
annual 4–Under–40 recognition event and signature
fundraiser. The awards event is set for Friday, Feb. 7.
Twelve young professionals will be lauded at the 4–
Under–40 Leadership Awards event, and four will receive
the top 4–Under–40 recognition during the celebration of
the next generation of leadership on the Space Coast.
Nominations for this prestigious award are open to all
leaders under the age of 40 (as of Jan. 1, 2020). Professional achievements, community involvement and
examples of leadership are part of the selection process.
In 2019, the final 4–Under–40 named were Joshua
Adams, Rock Paper Simple; Valeta Cameron, Brevard
County Legal Aid Inc.; Trevor Howard, Neighbor Up
Brevard; and Cordell Rolle, Rolle IT.
Nominees should possess the characteristics needed to
improve the quality of life in our community through
leadership and innovation. These characteristics — a
combination of personal attributes, commitment to
community and successful experience — demonstrate an
ability to lead and innovate and they signal the potential to
become a more significant leader in the coming years.

Nominees must exhibit the following criteria. They
must demonstrate excellence, creativity, integrity and
initiative in their business or profession; provide valuable
service by contributing time and energy to improve the
quality of life for others in the community; clearly serve as
a role model for others personally and professionally;
showcase a commitment to his or her personal/professional
development, and live or work in Brevard County.

The Space Coast community is fortunate to have a wide
variety of candidates with advanced leadership qualities
that deserve to be recognized. Please take time today to
nominate a colleague, a neighbor, a member of your faith
community or someone whose work you admire in the
community.
Visit LEADBrevard.org to nominate an up–and–coming
leader. Nominations are due by Wednesday, July 31.

Community Foundation announces legacy endowment from Alice E. Arguimbau
The board of directors of the Community Foundation for Brevard recently announced a major endowed gift of
$864,530 by Alice E. Arguimbau to create the Frank and Alice Arguimbau Charitable Fund at the Community Foundation. During her lifetime, Alice Arguimbau created deep roots in Brevard and was a devoted supporter of a number of
important causes, ranging from critical social services to the care and preservation of animals and the conservation of
aquatic habitats.
“Alice knew the Community Foundation would ensure her philanthropy remained true to her heartfelt charitable
intentions, while staying relevant and impactful to the place she loved best,” said her attorney, Charles Nash.
“It is our profound honor to be entrusted with Mrs. Arguimbau’s legacy. Her tremendous vision and generosity will
forever improve on the beauty, health, and vitality of the community we call home,” said Theresa Grimison, Community
Foundation president and CEO.
For more information about the Community Foundation for Brevard, visit CFBrevard.org.
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FOR LEASE: $15.62 SQ. FT. PLUS CAM
• Built in 2012
• Stand Alone 9,807 Sq. Ft. Facility
• Offices with Moveable Walls
• Café & Kitchen
• Babcock Street Frontage with Back-lit
LED Signage
• Over 30,000+ Cars Per Day & 43,000
Residents Within 3 Miles
• Neighboring Land May Be Purchased
with Building
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Ubicquia

Continued from page 12
Along with additional energy savings, he said Ubicell
provides real–time data on the quality of the electrical
grid, streetlight outages, the signal strength of the mobile
network, and “even the impact high winds and hurricanes
can have on street poles.”
Introduced earlier this year at the Mobile World
Congress in Barcelona, Spain, Ubimetro has garnered
strong interest from mobile operators for its ease of
implementation, integrated baseband, radio and antenna
design, and low total cost of ownership.
Ubicquia’s focus has been on creating a suite of small–
cell products that lay the foundation for scaling and
accelerating 5G deployments.
Hutson said his company chose the Space Coast for its
headquarters because of the access to hardware engineers
and software engineers, and to tech–talent in general.
“We looked at the Melbourne area and really liked
what we saw. There is a good talent pool to pull from,
especially in the hardware and design fields.”
Ubicquia’s chief executive officer is Ian Aaron. “We are
excited to recruit from Melbourne’s extraordinary talent
pool and plan on turning this region into a global center
for smart–city innovation,” he said.
In the six months since opening here, the company’s
employment ranks have now grown from just under 20 to
32 professionals. “By the end of this year, we will probably
have 90 people employed at this location,” said Hutson,
whose company also has some development laboratories
in Wellington, in South Florida.
In addition to engineers, the Melbourne facility
personnel includes the company’s inside sales group, and
testers.
The company’s workspace was specifically designed for

collaboration and creativity. The local project team that
made everything come together included Meld Studio
Architecture, American Business Interiors, and Certified
General Contractors.
“This was an exciting project to be involved with because Ubicquia is such a unique company,” said architect
Jeff Anderson, a partner at Meld Studio Architecture,
whose involvement included working directly with Ian
Aaron on the project.
“I had this vision of a modern collaborative workspace,
as did Ian. Our firm worked with ABI. They supplied all
the Steelcase furniture for the office. We worked with ABI
developing an open office space around modern finishes
and fixtures. The office has some high worktables, and
whiteboards (large white surfaces for nonpermanent
markings) are everywhere. It’s a sharp–looking office with
10–foot–high acoustical ceilings.”
Tom Pareti, an account manager at ABI in downtown
Melbourne, said “working with the leadership at Ubicquia
was a pleasure. Our customers rely on us to provide
effective workplace solutions that support specific work
activities. For this project, we were able to utilize products
manufactured by Steelcase. They included Frame One
conference and benching solutions, Massaud and Series
One task seating, along with a privacy wall and floor–to–
ceiling glass.”
He added, “Kudos to Ubicquia for recognizing quality
products and investing in Steelcase. We thank them for
their business.”
Corey Runte, vice president for preconstruction at
Certified General Contractors, said his firm “was excited
to have been part of this unique project and to work with
Meld Studio Architecture on another great design. This

marks our fifth project at Gateway Business Center, as
well as our 10th project overall with Jeff Anderson and
the Meld Studio Architecture team. In 2016, we worked
with them on the Hell ‘n Blazes Brewing Co. facility
renovation in downtown Melbourne.”
Runte said the Ubicquia office project “was a success.
That company has become part of the growing high–tech
tenant population at Gateway Business Center, which is
nearly 100 percent occupied. We wish Ubicquia the best of
luck and thank them for choosing Melbourne to grow
their operations.”
Hutson said “what came out of this project was truly
an efficiency booster for our people. They really enjoy
their work environment.”
He continued, “With an open environment, our team
members are able to have collaborative conversations.
Being able to turn your chair around and talk to your
colleague is a great thing in terms of efficient communication. Everyone is comfortable in his or her workspace. The
office is open and it’s bright. It all worked out and the
total package looks great. We have received compliments
on our office design and the furnishings.”
The office has a number of “whiteboards” — painted
wall surfaces. “We’re all engineers. So we love
whiteboards. Engineer teams tend to be visual, and they
draw all over the place,” he said.
The office also features colorful couches. “Usually late
in the afternoon we gather around the couches. The
whiteboards are there and we are collaborating. It’s a very
appealing environment for work, so the architecture and
the design for the office was spot–on,” said Hutson,
adding, “It’s great to be part of the Brevard business
community.”
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Oncology nurse Hurley is recipient of Jess Parrish Medical Foundation Foster Memorial Scholarship

online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

TITUSVILLE — Jess Parrish Medical Foundation
awarded the 2019 Karla Foster, RN, Memorial Scholarship
of $3,000 to Emily Hurley, a Parrish Medical Center
registered oncology nurse.
The scholarship was established by Doug Foster in
loving memory of his wife, Karla, who was a nurse at
Parrish Medical Center for more than 22 years.
Hurley is currently pursuing a bachelor of science
degree in nursing at Eastern Florida State College. “I am
looking forward to pursuing a career as an advanced
practice registered nurse and continuing to grow by
obtaining a higher level of education.”
She added, “Helping patients through the most difficult
time in their lives and providing them compassion and
respect as they heal in their plan of care is what drives me
to be a better nurse. I am sincerely grateful to Jess Parrish
Medical Foundation for awarding me this scholarship.”
“Emily has distinguished herself through community
service, impeccable detail with patient care, an
uncompromised work ethic and constant pursuit of
excellence as a RN and especially in the nurse oncology
field,” said Alexandra Gutierrez, director of community

and corporate education at Parrish Medical Center.
“I am confident that Emily will grow from the education
she will be afforded from the Karla Foster, RN, Memorial
Scholarship, and will continue to give back to our commu-

nity through her healing work.”
For more information on this scholarship, contact Jess
Parrish Medical Foundation at (321) 269–4066 or visit
parrishmedfoundation.com.

Brevard County public school students outperform state averages on assessments
VIERA — Students in Brevard Public Schools performed better than state averages on critical subjects in 2019,
according to just–released data from the Florida State Assessment and end–of–course exams.
l In English Language Arts, Brevard Public Schools out–performed the state averages in grades 3–10.
l In math, BPS out–performed state averages in grades 3, 6 and 7 and matched the state in grades 4 and 5.
l In science, BPS out–performed the state in grades 5 and 8.
Among the highlights for Brevard in the test data: BPS secondary–school students outperformed the state on end–of–
course exams in four out of five subjects: Algebra, Geometry, History and Civics; At Endeavour Elementary School in
Cocoa, where the school district has made concentrated efforts to turn around performance, students made significant
gains in English Language Arts and math; In English Language Arts, Brevard fifth–graders demonstrated a 6 percent
increase on the FSA whereas the state increased by 1 percentage point overall; and In math, BPS fifth–graders posted a 2
percent point increase on the FSA while the state decreased by 1 percent point.
State Commissioner of Education Richard Corcoran noted that this year’s later, shorter testing window “enabled
students to spend more time in the classroom learning, and teachers more time teaching.”
To view the statewide and district–level results, visit fldoe.org/accountability/assessments/k–12–student–assessment/
results/2019.stml.
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Space Coast Machinist Apprenticeship Program
Continued from page 13
The program works closely with Eastern Florida State
College for use of classrooms and the machine shop on the
Cocoa campus.
The instructors not only teach cross–training machining principles, but also closely supervise and test each
apprentice for accuracy and speed skills in manufacturing
product parts. “These machining skill sets increase
productivity for the employer. The many years of supervisory experience of the instructors has taught them what is
necessary to increase productivity,” said Dr. Jones.
Damion Johnson of Kam Technologies in Rockledge is
an instructor in the program. “Every instructor has a niche
or different area of expertise, even though it’s all machining related. You really learn a lot of specific things from the
various instructors. That’s really important, I believe.”
Johnson, who was part of the first graduating class of
apprentices, is vice president of production at Kam
Technologies, a product engineering and development
company. “We develop safety tools for the power industry.
That’s one of our main focuses. We also cater to some other
markets, such as the trucking industry. And we do outside
machine work for other companies. Overall, business has
been great,” he said.
Menyhart, of Migrandy Corp., is saying the same thing
about his family owned manufacturing business that has
global clients. Migrandy Corp. is more than 35 years old.
“Our specialty is making tooling used in plastics
manufacturing — extrusion and injection molding mainly.
We are not end processors. The tooling we make and
modify is very specific to individual processors. We are
fortunate to have some great customers that continue to do
business with our company because they understand the
need for efficient tooling. So business has been very good.

We are a custom–driven family enterprise,” said
Menyhart.
“Not any machine shop can do what Greg’s shop does,”
said Williams.
“The machinery we use is quite large,” said Menyhart,
who is an instructor for the apprenticeship program and
holds a bachelor’s degree in economics from Rollins
College. At the high end of the scale, it’s not uncommon for
his company to manufacture an item that is 15 inches in
diameter and 30 feet long to meet customer requirements.
“We have customers all over the world. We ship to Asia,
Germany, Italy, and other countries. Many of our international customers are affiliated with a U.S.–based company.
That’s how they hear about us.”
His father started a manufacturing business in the late
1960s in Cocoa. “We’ve been in business since 1981 as
Migrandy Corp. My father named the company after my
brothers and myself — Mike, Greg and Andy. That’s how
we came up with Migrandy Corp. Everyone thinks it’s an
Irish company, when we are actually Hungarians.”
Greg Menyhart said Dr. Jones asked him 14 years ago
if he would be interested in being an instructor for the
apprenticeship program for year one. “And I embraced her
offer. I teach basic math. I like to say I’m ‘shaking the
cobwebs out’ because nowadays people are digitally based.
Everything is in their phones. I teach the apprentices how
to use a calculator. I teach them how to change fractions to
decimals. I teach them how to change decimals and
convert from English to metrics. I get the opportunity to
reopen their eyes a little bit. I tell them it’s not as difficult
as they may think.”
He added, “I have tremendous respect for these
individuals. They have families and they have jobs and

they are devoting time out of their very busy lives to be
part of this program. So they are working full time while
pursuing their education to earn their certificate, which
documents their experience in the field. My goal is not only
to cultivate great math students, but also to cultivate
people for this program in general. This is a comprehensive
apprenticeship program that is an important educational
component of the community on the vocational career side.
CNC machining is on the rise and it’s a great career path.”
The global CNC market is expected to reach
$100.8 billion by 2025, according to a new study by Grand
View Research. The increasing need for reducing operating
costs and errors in components has led to the growth of
automation and CNC machines. Technological advancements are driving the use of CNC machines for developing
the most intricate components with a “definitive finish,”
the report says. This has subsequently led to a rise in the
implementation of CNC technology in lathe, milling, laser,
grinding, and welding machines.
Technical education is making a comeback in America
as more people realize that a four–year college degree is
not the only path to career success.
As manufacturers invest in new equipment, modify
production techniques, and implement product–design
changes more rapidly, they will continue to rely heavily on
experienced machinists.
“Many graduates of the Space Coast Machinist
Apprentice Program have long careers in manufacturing.
Some go on to supervise operations or even start their own
business. Graduating from this program helps launch their
career with a solid foundation in manufacturing and
machining technology. We have a track record of success,”
said Dr. Jones.
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Holiday Builders
Continued from page 1
Brevard County and to other markets in the state,” said
Richard Brown, regional president for Holiday Builders
Inc., a 36–year–old company that builds homes across
various price categories, including custom upper–end
houses.
Owning a suitable home is increasingly out of the
financial reach of many households, not only in Florida
but also around the nation. Almost 30 percent of
U.S. households are “cost–burdened” and pay more than
30 percent of their income for housing, according to an
affordability study by the National Association of Home
Builders, or NAHB.
The NAHB/Wells Fargo Housing Opportunity Index
shows that the peak of housing affordability was reached
in 2012 when 78 percent of new and existing home sales
were affordable for a typical family based on their incomes
and current interest rates. By the third quarter of 2018,
that score of 78 had dropped to 56, or in other words only
56 percent of home sales were affordable.
More than half (53 percent) of buyers actively searching for a home in the first quarter of 2019 had been
looking for three months or longer, according to NAHB’s
“Housing Trend Report.”
Homebuyers said high home prices are the principal
barrier to homeownership. A majority (78 percent) of
buyers estimated they could afford fewer than half of the
homes for sale in their markets.
In today’s market, a limited supply of land, a shortage
of skilled workers, and rising fees are all contributing to
higher prices. The NAHB analysis shows that regulatory
requirements alone account for 25 percent of the cost of
constructing a single–family home, and 30 percent of the
cost of a multifamily unit. These factors make it difficult to
increase the supply of affordable housing and to ensure
that it meets the needs of increasingly diverse households.
“Through our HB Value series of homes, we value–
engineer everything — whether it is the use of materials
or whether it is negotiated lower labor because of the
simplicity and efficiencies of the product,” said Brown.
“With HB Value Homes, our building times — or cycle
times — are between 50 and 60 days, and that is from the
day the concrete slab is poured to the issuing of the
certificate of occupancy for the home. We are able to turn
these homes around faster and that helps greatly.”
Trevor Lewis, Holiday Builders’ area director for the
Southeast Division, said his company reached out to its
“trade partners,” or subcontractors, for input on the
HB Value Homes, and they provided meaningful feedback.
“As soon as we started developing the series, we
brought them in and told them what we were trying to
accomplish with this project and with this new division.
We asked them for their thoughts and for their suggestions,” he said.
Lewis continued, “After we started building the first
three homes and test–marketed them, we asked our trade
partners to walk through the homes and make suggestions on how we can be more efficient and still maintain
the quality Holiday Builders is known for. The less time
each trade partner spends on a home and the less time it
takes us to build the home, the more of a value proposition
it becomes for the customer.”
The HB Value Homes are three–bedroom, two–bath
single–story, concrete–block construction. They have
eight–foot–high ceilings, stain–resistant carpeting, wood–
look vinyl flooring, fashionable laminate countertops,
black appliances, concrete driveways and two–car garages.
And the price–points of the homes are appealing, when
considering that one–in–seven households in Florida
spends more than half of their income on housing.
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“We identified a big need for value–priced entry–level
homes below $200,000, and that includes the lot,” said
Brown. “So we set our sights on designing and value
engineering a new product we call HB Value Homes.
HB Value consists of 50–foot and 40–foot–wide homes,
with three floor plans in each width. These are quality
new homes for savvy, budget–conscious buyers.”
“Sometimes the word ‘value’ gets misinterpreted,”
added Lewis. “People may think of value as something
that lacks in quality. With the HB Value product, we are
offering quality homes at an exceptional price. We knew
the demand was there for such a product and the public is
responding.”
The HB Value Sago model is 1,284 square feet under
air, the Foxtail model is 1,552 square feet under air, and
the Royal model is 1,806 square feet under air.
The HB Value series offers three interior color schemes
and three exterior color schemes. “And the colors are
determined and selected by the area directors or the sales
managers,” said Brown, who joined Holiday Builders in
2014 as division president and was promoted to regional
president last year.
He said that HB Value is “designed as an inventory
program only. We build ‘field’ models, or what some people
in the industry call ‘speculative’ homes. But it’s an
inventory–based program. We buy lots in a community, do
our competitive analysis, and then our area directors and
sales managers determine what plans will fit best on a
particular lot in that area, and we price it accordingly.”
The HB Value Homes are currently available in these
markets: Palm Bay, Port St. Lucie, Cape Coral, North Port
and Palm Coast, the newest entry. “We rolled out the
HB Value series in Port St. Lucie in late March and have
seen a really good response from buyers,” said Brown. In
May alone, Holiday Builders sold 13 HB Value Homes in
Port St. Lucie.
He said the home price includes the entire package.
“We don’t advertise the price of the home and then the
buyer has to add the cost of the lot. We come to the market
with both the home and the lot as one price. Everything is
included.”
The homes are marketed to the public with a monthly
principal and interest payment.
“The 1,284–square–foot Sago model in Palm Bay is
listed at $175,990. The principle and interest payment for
that home is $835 a month. A comparable 1,200–square–
foot, three–bedroom home in Palm Bay rents for $1,200 a
month. Our Foxtail model has 1,552 square feet and it
sells for $174,990. The pricing is different from the Sago
because of the cost of the lot. The principle and interest for
the Foxtail is $831 a month,” said Brown.
The benchmark is to spend no more than 30 percent of
household income on the cost of your home in order for it
to be considered affordable.
This means that, on average, a Florida family must
earn $47,542 to reasonably pay for a two–bedroom
apartment in the state.
The HB Value Homes are priced to counter balance
fluctuating interest rate increases.
“Actually, rates have decreased since we launched the
product, which makes the HB Value Homes even more
affordable,” said Brown. “We can build and turn the
homes around quickly and offer the buyer a house
payment that is below the rent they are now paying. The
HB Value program is designed to help people achieve the
American Dream of homeownership.”
Despite sub–5 percent mortgage interest rates,
homeownership has remained stagnant at 62.4 percent in
the last 12 months, according to the U.S. Census Bureau.
Meanwhile, there’s been an uptick in renter households of
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almost 500,000 year–over–year in the first quarter of
2019.
“We’re finding that the demographics — the purchasers of the HB Value Homes — are varied,” said Lewis.
“We have seen first–time homebuyers, we have seen
families transition from renting to buying, and we have
seen retirees who are looking to downsize and not have a
large mortgage payment so they can live more comfortably, financially.”
He added, “Right from the start, we’ve had a lot of
people inquire about the HB Value program. We are still
working with a lot of interested buyers, letting them know
when the homes will be available. We want to be very
purposeful with our vision for this product, and not get too
far ahead of ourselves. We want to deliver what we
promise customers, and we’re doing that. It’s been going
really well.”
Brown said as his company “looks to the future in this
venture, we are planning to develop a couple of communities where we will be building 40–foot HB Value Homes in
the second quarter of 2020. We have a 76–lot community
in Palm Bay where we will be offering 40–foot HB Value
Homes. So we are excited about that. It gives a buyer who
wants to live in a community that will have some sort of
deed restrictions an opportunity for affordable housing.”
Despite the challenges of affordability, younger
generations are more optimistic about finding a home.
In the first quarter of 2019, prospective Millennial
buyers are the “likeliest cohort” to expect house–hunting
to become easier in the months ahead (23 percent),
followed by Generation X (22 percent), Seniors
(20 percent) and Boomers (18 percent), according the
NAHB’s “Housing Trend Report.”
Two weeks ago, President Trump signed an executive
order to establish a White House Council on “Eliminating
Barriers to Affordable Housing Development.” The
Council will consist of members from across eight federal
agencies and will be chaired by Dr. Ben Carson, Secretary
of Housing and Urban Development. The new Council will
engage with state and local leaders to identify and remove
obstacles that impede the development of new affordable
housing.
The National Association of Home Builders applauded
President Trump for making housing a top national
priority. “With housing affordability near a 10–year–low,
the president’s executive order on this critical issue
underscores that the White House is ready to take a
leading role to help resolve the nation’s affordability crisis.
Given that homeownership historically has been part of
the American Dream and a primary source of wealth for
most American households, the need to tackle ongoing
affordability concerns is especially urgent. The NAHB will
continue to work with the White House and Secretary
Carson to find innovative solutions to increase the
production of sorely needed quality, affordable housing.”
Recently, nearly 700 builders from across the nation
converged on Capitol Hill for the NAHB’s Legislative
Conference to urge their lawmakers to support policies
that will increase the production of quality, affordable
housing and keep the housing recovery moving forward.
Brown said Holiday Builders is “proud to be part of the
affordable housing solution on the local level. Last year
there was a group of us who orchestrated the initial design
process and set in motion the initiative for the HB Value
Homes program.”
He added, “It was a team effort, from working with our
trade contractors to listening to feedback from the actual
buyers of the homes. We believe we are helping to open
the door of opportunity to homeownership for a lot of
people in Florida, and that’s a great thing.”
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